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Seattle, Washington

Senate, Frosh Slots

Await New Winners

Primary elections for senate
seats no. 2 and 3 and the office
of freshman class president will
be today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Liberal Arts building and
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in BellarThursday, November 5, 1970 mine Hall and Campion Tower.
Two other races, for senate
positions No. 1 and 4, will be
decided in final elections next
Tuesday.
THE CANDIDATES for senate seat no. 1 are Bob Armstrong and John Barutt.
Armstrong promises to "fight

Vegas Nite to Take on South Seas
Flavor, Atmosphere In Chieftain

esty and openness from the
administration." She also would
like to see the student code reworded so as not to allow the

University president to have
ultimate authority.
In the race for senate position no 3 are John Cummins,
Pat Derr and Vivian Luna.
In running for the senate,
Cummins hopes "to work within

the

system to

establish some

needed changes and at the same
time unite the various factions
of the school." He is willing to
discuss any matter brought to
to establish a strong student
attention by
students
his
positivism
so that student and present it to other
the
senate.
government can avoid a stagPat Derr feels "promises are
nant structure and become a
absurd" but lists as
somewhat
working
hopes
He
force."
viable
goals
his
a
revision of the liapathy
to replace
with action brary fine system,
reorientation
through senate measures.
of
the
bookstore
toward
student
student
govbelieves
Barutt
needs, another "Getaway"weekto
be
in
contact
ernment needs
end and a guarantee of student
with students andcalls for more rights.
open senate meetings where
VIVIAN LUNA proposes that
students could participate. He
concerning
student
rewording
of the state- budget suggestions
favors a
cuts
should
be heard
MELVIA MENDES and Neal
ment on student policy concern- since "the student is S.U.s
McComber perform the
ing disciplinary powers con- prime customer." As part of
"Nawaka," part of the South
tained in the Student Handbook her platform, she would work
Seas floor show which will
to provide for "student appeal to establish a cultural center to
be presented at tomorrow
boards" to hear the facts before achieve harmony among S.U.s
night's Las Vegas Night in
a decision is reached.
ethnic groups.
Tropicana.The Alpha Phi
WAY
IN
A
THREE
race
for
Pat Flume is unopposed for
Omega-Spurs sponsored event
no. 2 are Steve senate seat no. 4.
senate
seat
will be in the Chieftain from
Hampton, Bryce McWalter and
The race for freshman class
8 cm. to 2 a.m. Games,
president has attracted three
Cynthia
Whetsell.
dancing, a bar for those over
Hampton wonders what a de- candidates, Melvin Javonello,
21 and an auction are part of
gree from S.U. will be worth if Steve Odom and Richard Otto.
the evening's entertainment.
Javonello states that "At this
the university is forced to close
photo by bob kegel its doors and proposes that "to moment, Iwon't make any emp"
insure the quality of our de- ty promises
swear to God!
grees" the school's career placeODOM WANTS to cultivate
ment program should be devel- "the stagnant voice of the freshoped and publicized.
man class" by "a fresh positive
McWalter believes "student thinking and well-organized adinvolvement is the primary cri- ministration" utilizing communteria to make this campus rele- ication among class members.
vant for all students." He will
Otto's platform seeks to create
give attention to current prob- "a spirit of unity in the freshby creating activlems and stress publication of man class
events.
ities in which both freshmen
CYNTHIA WHETSELL thinks dorm and town residents can
the students "do not have to participate."
(Candidates' pictures appear
Mirabeau Restaurants and the suffer in silence but be organon page 4)
EdgewaterInn will be auctioned ized to act. We need more hon-

...

—

...

...

A tropical night in the South
Seas is the theme of this year's
Las Vegas Night, which will be
tomorrow from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
in the Chieftain.
The decor of the Chieftain will
resemble the tropics and the cosponsors, Alpha Phi Omega and
Spurs, will wear colorful native
costumes.

"TROPICANA" will combine
the atmosphere of the South Pacific with the glitter of Las Vegas off.
Dancing to the music of Friend
with a South Seas floor show,
dancing, a bar for those over 21, of Mind will last from 11 p.m. to
1 a.m. and the games will close
and games of "skill".
at midnight. The prizes will be
At the end of t h c evening, auctioned at 1 a.m.
prizes including dinner tickets
Single admission is $1.75 or $3
for two to the Space Needle and a couple.

Student Recruitment Organized
to Campaign Public Schools
A student-to-student recruiting program aimed at King
County's public high schools has
been organized by S.U. sophomore Dan Fulwiler.
The program, developed by
Fulwiler with the advice and
approval of Jerry Evich, director of high school relations, will
concentrate exclusively on the
county's 43 public high schools
in an effort to bolster attendance from those sources.

FULWILER POINTED out
that the existing Student to Stu-

dent program reaches only
C.C.D. classes, and that the
area public high schools are not
actively recruited.
Two graduates from each of
the 43 schools are needed, said
Fulwiler. They will be prepared
to handle student questions by
Evich, but will be responsible
for setting up their own appointments with the individual
schools.
The two man teams must
reach the high school campuses
before the Christmas break,
Fulwiler continued, because of

MUN Elects Officer
For '72 Convention

By Sr. Dolores Schafer
Asst. News Editor
Members of S.U.s Model
United Nations recently elected
John Peterson, a sophomore political science major, to the post
of Secretary General for the
1972 convention. He was one of
threecandidates for the position.
Peterson will be responsible
for the 22nd session of MUN in
the Far West, to be hosted by
S.U. in April, 1972. The event at
the Seattle Center will draw
900-1500 students from states in
the West, including Washington,

Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon and

Utah.
THIS EVENT is to be preceded by the regional conference here March 5-6, 1971. Delegates are expected from 37
Washington schools, British Columbia, Idaho, Montana and
Oregon.

JOHN PETERSON
PRESENTLY PETERSON is

organizing the Secretariat for
both meetings. This group will
act as staff administratorsin arranging for facilities and hotels,
in setting up committees, and
selecting topics for discussion.
Financial responsibility for the
convention also rests upon
Peterson.

The regional meeting to be
held on campus is one way of
DAN FULWILER
drawing total student support,
early scholarship and applica- said Peterson. It is also one of
the obligations of his position to
tion date requirements.
THIS SPRING Peterson and
hold th- regional meeting.
STRESSED
that
abolishnig
FULWILER
West
25
other MUN members from
question
of
in
Far
is
an
MariOn
the
MUN
the
among
poll
A
conducted
participationis essential annual event which has the here will go to the convention
an Hall residents concerning all restriction on male visiting student
success. Grad- largest membership of any hosted by Occidental College in
elimination of restrictions on hours, there were 67 "yes" an- to the program's
high schools in- MUN in the world. It is also Los Angeles. Ten of those stumale visiting hours and apart- swers, 3 "no" and 2 "no opin- uates of area
terested in recruiting at their the largest student adminis- dents will represent France.
ment security has received the ion."
alma
maters are urged to at- t r a t c d organization, although Peterson hopes that h» and the
support of the Associated WomTh? other proposal called for
tend a meeting at 3 p.m. today they do have faculty advisers. other 15 students will be able
en Students' cabinet.
locking the doors off the lounge in
the high school relations Dr. Ben Cashman fills that post to bring back ideas for the S.U.
The cabinet, in a meeting at dusk and visitors' use of the office, second floor, Pigott.
convention.
at S.U.
Monday night, votedunanimous- house phone in order to gain
ly to support Marian Hall resi- entrance. This question elicited
"IT SEEMS kind of funny
dents in their efforts to change 67 "yes" answers and 5 "no's." that we have considerable rethe hours for male visitors.
The proposals were discussed cruitment outside the state
The poll, conducted by Fran at a student personnel meeting while there is no contact with
Pierce, Marian president, con- yesterday and may be brought our local public high schools,"
sisted of two questions and gar- up at next week's meeting be- he said.
be reached at
nered results from 72 of Mari- fore they are referred to the EAFulwiler can
more information.
4-5202
for
president.
an's 84 residents.

AWS Support Marian Girls'
Requests on Visiting Hours

reactions to
presidential chctnge
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— editorial —

positive approach
The word is out, and it's a good one: optimism.
Coming from a university struggling for survival and
now on its third president within a year, that might sound
kind of funny.

IT WOULD, that is, if there wasn't reason for optimism.
The regents have pledged to keep the school afloat,
on the condition that the budget be balanced. The necessary
budget cuts are not going to be popular with everyone,
but they must be made.
S.U.s acting president, the Very Reverend Louis Gaffney, S.J., has called upon the entire University to exude
enthusiasm and take pride in the positive aspects of S.U.
While that approach alone will not save the University,
it will certainly help to create an attitude of hope rather
than despair.
FR. GAFFNEY is an excellent choice from within the
University for the upcoming task of pulling S.U. out of its
nosedive. We commend his initial approach of positivism.
The very way the convocation was handled, with the
University community in attendance, contributed towards
creating the sense of unity that is needed on this campus.
Most of us, we're sure, were tired of reading about what
was happening at S.U. in the daily papers.
Fr. Kenneth Baker, S.J., was not an inept man. His
intentions were always good, even when his methods were
inappropriate.He was something of a catalyst in a time of
change.
THE FINANCIAL "sins of the family" fell on Fr. Baker.

It should be remembered that he' resigned because he
thought it was in the best interests of this University.
Now is the time to put up not a false front of optimism,
but a front of real optimism backed by enthusiasm. If the
attitude is there, then as Fr. Gaffney said Monday, "We
shall make it."

Reaction Time

Coed Cries
Hopes

for Unity in School Crisis

I've just returned from the Uni-

versity-wide

convocation which
was announced an hour and a half
before it was to be held. Although
the purpose of the meeting wasn't
stated, rumor in the lunch line
had it that Fr. Baker's resignation would be announced.
Ilaughed at the rumor. Fr. Baker seemed to me to be one ready
to hang on to a decaying university to the end. But we "will survive," he has declared.

great university; we can continue
to generate outstanding scholarship and leadership.

AND WHEN FR. Gaffney finished speaking, he received a
second standing ovation.
So, I have been with this university a little over a year, and
we are now on our third presi-

dent in that time. But everybody's

and ours are surmountable.
I've never felt like I was a
AT THE CONVOCATION, Fr. part of S.U., or like S.U. was a
Gaffney, our new academic vice- part of me, but maybe in a crisis
president, introduced members that affects the total university
of the Board of Regents who re- community, we can all pull toiterated S.U.s dire financial dif- gether.
All, perhaps, except one indificulties. We were assured that
gifts are being received and that vidual whom Ioverheard as we
the all-out fund-raising campaign
were leaving the convocation censtudy? Ithink I'll go
would head off a financial demise ter: ".
of the University.
have a few beers and play some
Fr. Gaffney then introduced Fr. football."
Alice McLaughlin
Perri, who proceeded to read the
statement of resignation from Fr.
Fitterer, who had only last year
moved from the office of the president to his post as chancellor.
To the editor:
Fr. Perri then read Fr. Baker's
A passing word of thanks to
of
resignation
statement
from the
Cordova of the Office of Unipresidency, to be effective im- Fred
mediately. He was motivated to versity Relations who, throughmy four years association with
this action, said the statement, by out
S.U.
done more than any
the "lack of community support." other has
on-campus individual to
FINALLY, FR. Perri read the help promote the name of S.U.,
a heretofore fragstatement from the Board of to pull together
and disorganized univerTrustees naming as acting presi- mented
dent of S.U. Fr. Gaffney. I was sity relations office, whose door
never been closed to students
surprised at my own reaction. I has faculty,
and who was the one
cried, not so much in pity for or
administrator who listened and
Fr. Baker in feeling his obliga- helped
in the planning and operation to resign, but more for Fr.
AmeriGaffney who would so soon feel tion of last year's Modernbrought
series, which
the burden of leading as a unit so ca Lecture
more favorable publicity to S.U.
many disunited factions.
than any other single event or
When Fr. Gaffney received his program
in four years.
ovation, Istood up with the rest
On
behalf
of myself, and Iam
to show my support and my respect for a man willing to take on sure all your other countless
so great a responsibility. And I friends at S.U., thanks Fred.
P.S. Putney Swope is alive and
cried for those who refused to
well in this beautiful world.
stand up.
With love,
Fr. Gaffney spoke to us of the
John Graves
need for optimism on the ca.apus
and for believing in our own
worth. We have proven to be a

that they compose the
majority of S.U. students, thus
leaving the majority representative in the minority.
You might even say that S.U.
is a minority school.
I nominate Mr. Charles Mitchell as next month's university
president.
Paula J. Laschober
you find

—

got troubles,

..

—

putney is alive

—

thank you

(Ed's Note: The following was
submitted as a letter to the Hawaiian Club, Spurs, I.X.'s, Gammas, Burgundy Bleus, Nursing
Club, Office of the Dean of Women, and many other individuals.)
To the Editor:
We would like to thank all clubs
and individuals that gave so much
of their time and energy to making the lAWS convention run
smoothly. The delegates were
very impressed by your hospitality and assistance.
Whether your part was one of
welcoming or escorting delegates,
leading discussions, meeting
speakers, giving advice, decorating rooms, making signs or working on a tremendously successful
and entertaining luau, it was very
much appreciated by all in attendance.
It was also encouraging to see
so many people with diverse interests and goals join in making
an S.U. event successful. Thanks
again.
Nancy DeFuria
Nancy Duncan

Convention Chairmen

cheap tabloid
To the Editor:

The pettiness of The Spectator's
editors, in the recent editorial on

Fr. Navone, makes S.U.s pretentions to being Christian appear
as hyprocrisy. This is not the first
time that cattiness discredits the
Spectator's editors for sinking to
the level of a cheap tabloid.
—Betty Nash

new president?

Sounding Board

Student Defends Fr. Navone's
Presidential Assistant Qualities
by Kathy Hagel

(e.g. "grand plan s," "showman," "as good as he says he is")
an attack on the man's

purpose of the meeting was to inform Mr. Spellman, according to
Fr. Baker, that since the Police
person. It is not related to wheth- Department was going to take
er or not we need a PR man.
over the Public Safety Building
that S.U. would be tickled pink
SINCE THE editorial implies to lease or sell a building to the
that Fr. Navone is a conceited county so that the Public Health
outsider, and since Iam one of Department could have a new
the few students on this campus home.
points in the editorial.
who knows him, (I studied with
The building best equipped for
my experience at him this summer), Ifeel Ishould
Celebrities
this is Barman and this would
another university indicates that correct that impression.
mean phasing out the science decelebrities (1) attract students to
Fr. Navone often expressed his partment and firing those teachbolster a declining enrollment. genuine concern about SU to me ers now in the program. Fr. Baker
(2) are interesting and extremely this summer.
did not bring this subject to the
(3)
Having lived in Rome for nearly students' attention nor did he
educational for the students,
—
interest the community especial- eight years. Father has a certain bother to inform the faculty.
ly the local dignitaries in the uni- urbanity which might be misinYes, Fr. Baker does feel that
versity, and (4) bring to the cam- terpreted on first meeting; how- the engineering department can
pus members of the community ever, he is definitely not conceit- go. Last spring it was reported
who publicize favorable impres- ed, nor is he given to saying how that Fr. Baker said he wouldn't
sions of campus, faculty, and stu- good he is. He has a fine mind mind seeing S.U. become a semdent body.
and is quite efficient. SU is for- inary and this fall he's taken a
SU's image in this tunate to have acquired his ser- softer line by saying that he felt
Image
is
particularly
not
vices.
community
that S.U. could best operate as a
good. When people favor it, they
Fr. Navone's success depends small liberal arts college — there
do not realize its very worth. In on our cooperation. To greet him goes your engineering departcommunities east of Idaho, they with an attack before he has even ment.
settled in his office can hardly
haven't even heard of the place.
Fr. Navone is "paid" be termed cooperation. Not only
Salary
IF YOU FIND this hard to swalat the same rate as any other must we give him a chance to low, just ask a home economics
Jesuit at S.U. Most people with prove his talents, we must help major, if you can find one. Lest
his degrees wouldn't want to work him in every way possible.
you women feel left out, the nursfor his "salary."
program is another non-essen—
ine
MAYBE IF alumni, administra- tial and the next on the list to go.
S.U.s merit "S.U. must survive
on its own merit," but it would tion, staff, faculty, and students
Here are a few more questions
be very sensible to get that merit work together to get this univer- that you ought to ask yourselves:
known outside of the Pacific sity going, we can succeed.
Northwest. If Fr. Navone can get
WHY DOES Fr. Baker persist
our university more widely
in making political deals which
known, it would help us 'survive'
ar» to his best interest when he
(Author's name withheld
at a better level than at present.
should be conducting financial
by
request)
I
plans"
personally
"Grand
transactions in th° b«>st interest of
seeing
any
how
You've
been
leaflets
on
plans,
do not see
enod
ri gond-sized, UD-to-date college?
however 'grand,' could be beyond campus asking questions concern!<; it true that th*» newh'-cnncampus
and
our
future
ing
"the scone of the university's
our
structed anH unnairi-for gym is for
have
to
led
further
needs" when those needs are so and which
program?
questions, then rumors and now sa'e to the Model Cities
severe.
you want Camp'on Tower,
Do
of
purpose
Fr. Navone accusations. The
this
"From Rome"
the newest dorm, to become an
was raised here, he studied in letter is to offer some insight.
office building?
this area, of the Oregon— Province
Why are we the students the
of the SociPtv of Jesus
not the
YES. IT IS TRUE that Fr.
last to know about the future of
Rome Province.
Baker has been to see John Spell—
the tone of the editorial man, our county executive. The our campus?
Tone
Thursday, November 5, 1970/The Spectator
The editorial in last Tuesday's
Spectator both denies Fr. Baker
the freedom to choose his own assistant and prejudges that assistant, questioning available evidence of his competence in the
process. Neither of these two acts
is just.
Now lets take up a few specific

suggests

—

—

—

—

—

—

2

for New President;

secret chanaes?

To the Editor:
MID-TERMMINORITY
STUDENT REPORT
All students who are fully or
partially from the following backgrounds may be classified as representing official minorities in
the S.U. community: Black:
American Indian, Mexican, Latin
American, Filipino, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Eastern Indian,
Southeast Asian (the last five categories fall under the term Oriental), Hawaiian.
Unofficial minorities: All foreign students; Non-Catholic students - (41%); Women students
(1,000 plus women; 2,000 plus
men); Veterans.
This leaves as the majority representative a white,Catholic, male
who has not yet seen military
service. However, if you add up
all the minorities (some students
of course fall into one or more),

-

SO

live jackass
To the Editor:
"Better a live jackass than a
dead lion" rather sums up the
fate of Fr. Baker. If the lion is
dead, the Spectator must take its
fair share of the credit for having
killed him with its weekly smeartactic journalism. Let us see what
nine months of the Spectator's
juvenile journalism will do for the
next President.
Ray Leder

—

only marvel
To the editor:
Regarding Fr. Baker's reluctance to comment on his excessive disciplinary powers, one can
only marvel at a priest who finds
it easier and more important to
dialogue with Gore Vidal than

with his own students.

Pat Derr
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Optimistic Faculty, Staff Reaction
Follows 'Needed' Leader Change
He was surprised at the resignation of Fr. John Fitterer, S.J.,

by Kathy McCarthy
ManagingEditor

Optimism in the wake ot

a

"needed change" was the feeling which S.U. faculty and staff
members expressed most frequently concerning Monday's

as chancellor.

ONE PERSON not surprised
at the double resignation was
Fr. Robert Carmody, S.J., professor of English.
presidential switch.
"It would be impossible to
on the
"THE CHANGE was han- have three ex-presidents
dled so positively that it can't staff at once (Fr. Baker, Fr.
help but have a good response Fitterer and Fr. A. A. Lein the community," said Dr. mieux)," he explained, "It
Ben Cashman, political science would make for complications."
department chairman.
He regretted that the change
The Very Rev. Louis Gaffney, was necessary in the financial
S.J., succeeded Fr. Kenneth crisis, but stressed his high reBaker, S.J., as University pres- gard for Fr. Gaffney.
ident at the beginning of the
SEVERAL STAFF members
week.
"I have compassion for Fr. declined to comment on the resBaker as an individual," Cash- ignations.
man continued, "Though I "There's no question but that
strongly disagreed with certain it (the presidentialchange) will
things he did (e.g. his inability help the school," said James
McGuire, assistant professor of
to compromise)."
business and law.
"A 'POSTMORTEM' on the
"If Fr. Baker had had the
former president is really un- opportunity to learn the adminfair, since the task at hand is istrative duties, he could have
to get more students on the been an effective president,"
campus.
McGuire commented. "He just
"S.U. has the potential to be didn't have the chance."
the most outstanding educationHe was impressed with the
al institution in the Northwest," standing ovation given Fr. GaffDr. Cashman continued. "If we ney at the all school convocation
do, you realize we'll have to and with the positive attitude
turn students away!"
the new president maintained.
Charles Mitchell,S.U.s Minority Student Affairs Program
"WE HAVE A quality school
director, hopes the school can which can be sold," McGuire
broaden its scope and outlook. feels, "but we have to recognize
it ourselves."
"WE HAVE the chance to
Fr. Fitterer's resignation "disbegin really innovative programs if we take a positive appointed him.
"Fr. Baker had to leave due
attitude," he said.
The change in leadership was to lack of experience," he exnecessary if the school was to plained, "that was not the case
with Fr. Fitterer."
become viable, Mitchell felt.
Dr. Gary Zimmerman, associ"There's only one way our
morale can go and that's up," ate professor of chemistry and
president of the Faculty Senate,
he added.

—

views the rapid changes as indicative of a good trend in the

University.
"I am very optimistic," he
said, "Though somewhat surprised at Fr. Baker's resignation."
FR. GAFFNEY has the ability to work with the faculty
and students in a very positive
way, according to Dr. Zimmer-

man.

In a Monday evening meeting, the Faculty Senate extended its congratulations to Fr.
Gaffney and assured him of the
faculty's cooperation.

"IF THE students and faculty had elected a Jesuit president, it would probably have
been Fr. Gaffney," said Dr.
John Toutonghi, physics department

chairman.

Regardless of the resignation,
Toutonghi feels that having a
president with a popular base to
work from is "a wonderful
change."

—

"ji's A NEW PACTOf TH'KCOnHE PHYSICAL Th' Ba*eP GIVE6ALL IHE
APMINiSTKATIVE APaiCANT-5 TO AAAV£ SUKE YOU GOTaB*CXOC*4£."

Black Perspective

Concern Finds Outlet
By Rolando Colona
Black students of S.U. who are
vitally concerned with the problem of racism, not only on a
local level but also on a universal plane, will be presenting the
"Black Perspective" as a weekly installment in The Spectator.
Hopefully, the issues discussed will serve as an instrument for expressing black
thoughts, feelings and attitudes.
At the same time, perhaps the
white segment of S.U. may ascertain some amount of under-

A loveless creature can have
no goal
"BLACK PERSPECTIVE" Take away my joy
will focus on a variety of sub- And what's on my mind:
jects including ethnic awareCountless hours of untold
strife
ness, socio-economic conditions,
philosophical comments and poA dreary way to spend a life
litical theories; all of these de- Give me love
picting the total black experi- And what will Ibe:
Sweetly contented to share
ence.
inner peace
The following poem is a conLife would have a brand-new
tribution by one black student:
lease
Take away my heart
Give me happiness
And what will you find:
A skeleton body without a soul And I'll be free:
Blackbirds will soar across
the skies
Caged no more by white lies
Take my people
And giv? them hope:
A loving soul
A happy life
soned veterans for an estimaTake my people
tion of the consequences of Fr.
And let them scope:
Baker's resignation and Fr.
A heartening goal
Gaffney's appointment to sucA joy without strife
ceed him.
royce c. c.
Articles, prose, poetry, etc.,
JIM JOHNSON, freshman pre- should be submitted to Rolando
law student, explained: "I not- J. Colona, Campion Tower,
iced older students starting the Room 1104. 626-6433, or they can
ovation for Fr. Gaffney. The be left at the Office of Minority
younger students looked to them Affairs with Miss Sherryl Bilbo,
for direction in forming a re- secretary.
action. Ikeep hearing this is a
conservative campus. From
what Ican see we are moving
toward liberalization."
Doug McKnight, ASSU president, was delighted with the
prospect of a new man in the
TODAY
office of the president.
Gamma Sigma Phi: 7:30 p.m.
"The way Fr. Baker handled meetingin
Bell. 738.
the job is not the way Iwould
S.U. ManagementAssociation:
have liked to see it run," Doug
Library
said. Viewing the resignation in 2:10 p.m. speaker in the
light of the present realities on auditorium. Lloyd Dunn will
on "What is the Real
the campus, McKnight said that speak
the only way the attitude of World Management Like?"
Physics Club: Applications are
frustration could change was by
for Sigma Pi Sigma,
available
a change in the presidency.
national physics honorary. Anyare
who
prestudents
There
one interested should contact
fer to withhold condemnation of Ken
or the physics departFr. Baker. Despite charges that mentWolfe
secretary.
Fr. Baker failed to inspire trust
and confidence in himself and TOMORROW
Spectator: 2:10 p.m. meeting
that he contributed to polarization and factionalism in the uni- in the third floor newsroom
International Club: 2 p.m. pool
versity community, there are
students who point out the cir- playing sessionin theBellarmine
cumstances in which he as- recreation room. All members
sumed the office of the presi- invited.
ChemistryClub: 2: 10 p.m. tour
dency.
Clinic. Meet
Did the negativism and vin- of Virginia Mason 509.
dictiveness of some students and sign up in Ba
and faculty members contribute SUNDAY
to the downfall of Fr. Baker?
SAAME: 7-9 p.m. meeting in
Was his authority undermined Xavier lounge.
by all the forces acting out the MONDAY
drama of a dying university?
Town Girls: 5:30 p.m. dinner
meeting
followed by cookie sale
TUCKER McHUGH said: "I
in
Town
Girls' lounge of
the
believe Fr. Baker came in a
time of crisis
Idon't think Bellarmine basement.
anyone can condemn him for TUESDAY
Gamma P i Epsilon: 7 p.m.
the decisions he made in that
period. He brought out a lot. meeting in Bellarmine conferHe made the university much ence room. Present members
only.
more aware of its problem."
standing of the black mind.

Student Feelings Vary on Change

by Colleen Kinerk
Student reaction to the resignation of Fr. Kenneth Baker,
S.J., as President of S.U. was
as varied as the rumors and
speculations activated before
the announcement of the shakeup. The facial expressions of
students present at Monday's
convocation depicted the full
range from relief to bewilderment.
The news was enthusiastically
heralded by those who had anticipated a showdown in the office of the president and had
predicted such an outcome. To
the cautious, the prospect of a
university which is groaning
under financial pressure and
proceeds to belch out its chief
administrator was unsettling.
For those who were unfamiliar
with the specifics of Fr. Ba-

ker's controversial tenure, it
was a matter of piecing together recent developmentsand
matching them to the possible

causes.

WAS FR. BAKER the sacrificial lamb in a power play with
economy minded trustees and
regents? Was he the victim of
his own folly? Was he the scapegoat who paid for a facultystudent "winter of discontent"
with his career? These variables have provided much food
for thought on this campus.
Paul Chiles, Political Union
president, remarked: "Fr. Baker didn't understand the professionalism necessary for the
job. Lack of administrative experience is not always bad. But

at Seattle U., administrative
know-how is necessary." Chiles

Reaction Time

Letter Documents Need
For Optimistic Journalism
To the Editor:
We have recently become aware
and very much concerned about
the attitude of the University by
such an influential body as The
Spectator. We believe The Spectator has overlooked much of what
the school offers and much of
what the students give.

Realizing that The Spectator
carries many students in its wake
of news, we wish to recommend
that The Spectator use its channels to bring to the students and
faculty a sense of unity, spirit

and enthusiasm.

SURELY THIS will not be accomplished overnight, but with
one positive idea comes another,
and so on. We feel The Spectator
should make use of and publish
all news submittedthem w hie h
concerns S.U. students and faculty. ( i.e., Las Vegas Nite, AWS

Saturday's Project, MUN, -Student
Senate Positions, Faculty Senate
Meetings and academic concerns.)
It should not fail in its duties to
comment on success, (i.e., Frosh
Orientation) either, as success
breeds optimism and optimism is
what we need NOW.

—

IT IS OUR hope therefore, that
The Spectator staff will take these
(our) concerns into question, and
take action where there is need.
For sure, we expect The Spectator
to reflect an attitude of a student
body that is concerned and does

care.
J. Michael Thomas Patrick Fay
Frank X. McHugh Christine Carr
JoAnn Carbonetti Judy Hilton
Cathy Foster
Corky McGuigan
Eileen O'Brien
Chuck Slowe
Romey DeFuria
Frank Hoare
Karen Rotter
CeceliaBeeslev
DenisePressenten Jim Ingalls
(last nameillegible)
Tony Wong

dismissed the charge that the
lack of rapport between Fr.
Baker and minority students
was an inherited attitude re-

sulting from last spring's encounter.
Chiles and Prince Daniels,
head of Students' Afro-American
Movement for Equality,
stressed: "the existence of other
campus issues is equally important to the minority students." Daniels advocated the
need for student participationin
selection of a future university
president, saying: "We know
what we need, what we should
receive, what we want. Ihope
the next president is aware of
minority problems and will do
something constructive about
it."
The secrecy which shrouded
the week resulting in the announcement of the resignation
caught some students off guard.
JOE FIORETTI, senior history major, admitted: "I was
surprised Baker even resigned.
I thought he had community
support outside the university
because of his hardline position
last spring."
Tom Villiers, a senior in political science, attempted to
wade through the rumors. Speculating on reports that Fr. Baker had lost the critical backing of big business in the present financial straits, Villiers
remarked that: "It seems funny
that the president of a private
institution could be manipulated
by outside forces."
The convocation, which served
as a means of revealing the
changeover in responsibility,
was well received among students. Those who recalled last
year's experiences in which
neither faculty nor student body
was informed before the secular press, were especially appreciative of the convocation.
"Rookie" students who assembled in the Astro-Gym for the
convocation looked to the sea-

Spectrum
Of Events
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Spot Quiz:

Candidates Face Primary Test Who's Really Who
Freshman Class

Senate #1

In '70 Student List

Tuesday the long awaited, oftreferred to list of S.U.s nominations for inclusion in Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities was released. I'll
bet you'd like to know who they
are.
So would we.

TO IMPRESS UPON all students the impartiality and accuracy which characterizes the
yearly compilation of this list,
we are offering each of you the
chance to pick your own "Who's
Who" candidates. Interspersed

CYNTHIA WHETSELL

Senate #3

MELVIN JAVONELLO

808 ARMSTRONG

Damm a n, Concetta Dilorio,
James Eeckhoudt, Barry Fountain, Mary Ganley, Michael Gilleran, Frank Hoare, Robert
Larcher, Paula Laschober. William Lundquist, WilliamMcCoy.
Nippon Kogaku,A. J. Charles,
A. S. Su, Okie Fenokie, Beaver
Cleaver, Toke N. Black, Harold
Hardhat, I. K. Aphio, S. Graipz,
The King of Id, Saint Edmund
Campion, Beetle Bailey, Dudley
Doright.
Corrine McGuigan, Thomas
McHugh, Douglas McKnight,
John McLean, Shirley Miles,
Eileen Morgan. Lee Ann Mudd,
F r a n c in c Nishihara, Nancy
Ovenell, FranParkhurst, Jeanne
Parent, Agnes Pigao,Starr Tavenner, James Tollefson, Carolyne Wright.

among the legitimate candidates' names below are The
Spectator's own nominations to
join this select company.
We challenge you to come up
with the same 33 names the
University did.
CLARK KENT, Rhett Butler,
Good luck.
Fubar, Deputy Dawg,
Malice
Mary Bastach, Peter BodnarHamhocker, Col. Rechuk, Nicolas Bowns, Joanne Hildegard
Thenuz, Rooster Cogflipe
W.
Chiles,
Lawrence
Bubacz, Paul
burn, Suzie Creamcheese, Bo
Conlan.
Jangles Lillian Gish, Murray
Cat,
Festus Hagen, Tabetha
the K.
Namath,
BosEdison Fisk, Joe
Senator Soaper, Joe StudentEss.
A.
W.
Charley,
ton
body, Mickey Mouse, Mickey
WILLIAM CRONE, Lawrence Mouse, Mickey Mouse

.. .

Student-built Studio Produces
Sounds of Electronic Music
by Sr.Dolores Schafer
Asst. News Editor
Electronic sounds may be
heard coming from the engineering building by this spring,
according to Dr. Louis Christensen, fine arts department chair-

STEVEODOM
JOHN BARUTT

JOHN CUMMINS

Senate #2

modifiers, combining and organizing equipment with accessories is estimated to be $9,000
to $11,000.
The music department has received a used tape deck, but
still is in need of one or two

more.
man.
Some financial assistance is
A "sound craft" studio equipped for sound modulation with expected from the University
a four channel stereo mixer and and the ASSU.
Courses are now being plantwo tape recorder decks should
be open for students' use by ned to make use of the new facility. A course in composition
spring.
The studio was begun last and operation of the equipment
year but got off to a slow start may be givenin the spring, and,
due to lack of funds. The cost for summer quarter, Dr. Chrisof a beginning studio with the tensen is preparing a course
proper generating equipment, for teachers.

RICHARD OTTO
PATDERR

Spectator Issues
Reporter Plea

Hr>

"

JtV

The glamour of the big-time

newspaper is not dead! How
would you like to see your name

in print with ego-boosting regularity?
The Spectator again appeals
(and will continue to appeal)
for help from interested students who are not afraid of uncooperative news sources or the
McCusker building fire escape.
Photography editor Bob Kegel
claims he'd just love to have
some more people in his dark-

STEVE HAMPTON

room.

VIVIANLUNA
photos by
pat derr
and bob kegel

BRYCEMcWALTER
Four/Thursday, November 5,
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For more information about
how to become a real live reporter with an authentic press
card, call extension 6851 or drop
by the Spectator newsroom,
third floor McCusker building.
NOSPEC NOV. 12
The Spectator will not be published next Thursday, Nov. 12,
because the previous day will
be a holiday. Items to be published next Tuesday must be in
The Spectator office by Monday
morning.

For A VeryLimitedTime,

Exceptional Savings on Fine Diamond Solitaires

Never Before OfferedFor Sale At Any Price!
Buy confidentlyknowing that onl/ the world's largest jeweler
could bring you such an unusual offering...such scope of
selection...and values so absolute that they are guaranteed
in writing. If you find a better diamond value anywhere
within sixty days, return your purchase for a full refund.
1/5 Carat to 1/2 Carat Solitaires
At Savings That Speak For Themselves

Priced from $79.95 to $219.00
CONVENIENT TERMS AVAILABLE

Prof Discusses Course on Marxist
calling it an experiment. Many
people have felt that the idea of
an
interview
The following is
a
Catholic university is, in a
with J. Patrick Burke, assistant
professor of philosophy at S.U. sense, a contradiction in terms
it is caricatured as the
/ understand that you are because
type of place where the students
very interested in a French are supposed to learn already
philosopher named Merleau- acquired truths, where teaching
Ponty who, it is my under- means preserving the faith,
standing, is a Marxist of sorts. where open and free research is
Ialso notice you ire planning stifled.
to teach a course on his philos"In other words, the caricaophy next quarter. Will you ture has the Catholic university
emphasizeMerleau-Ponty's caught up with religion which
Marxist feelings?
has a certain basic dogmatic
"Yes. There will have to be commitment, which may not be
due emphasis on his Marxism, transgressed and which allegedin that it is an integral part of ly limits the choices of life.
his philosophy. His Marxism is
primarily his philosophy of his"I BELIEVE,along with Cardtory. To leave that out would inal Newman, the Catholic unicertainly be to leave out what I versity should be the place
feel is a very essential part of where the Catholic Church does
his thought."
its thinking. But Ithink that the
Do you think the teaching of Catholic university, in so far as
Marx has a place in the Catho- it is merely a custodial institulic university?"
tion, is not found to be accepta"Definitely. Ithink that if the ble by the student of today.
Catholic university is going to
"The student today seems to
conceal the myriad contradic- think that the faith that claims
tions, criticism and challenges to
be secure, the faith that is
to the faith which are present unexamined, is really no faith at
in contemporary society, then it all. If faith simply means blind
is defeatingits purpose. It would obedience, it is not interesting
be urging the student to become to most students. Faith must
a yogi and thereby disengage seek reason.
himself from the world and
"Although this pursuit cannot
from history. After all, the Cath- and
never will be exhausted, at
not
be
university
should
olic
least
has to be some raconsidered simply a custodial tional there
basis offered for one's
institution.
faith commitments. That is
where Isee the place of philosocertainly
one of phy.
"MARXISM is
Philosophy provides this
the arguments against religious kind
thinking, that type of
of
experience on the whole. Karl
grounds for one's basic
rational
religious
experiMarx felt that
about himself, other perence alienated man from him- beliefs
sons, God, death, and so on.
self. The more man worshipped
"Unless that faith is examhis god, the more he was rethe university is the
duced as a human being or de- ined, unless
to
do
that examining, I
place
you
humanized. The more power
any
give to your god, the less pow- don't see much hope for
university, Catholic or secular,
er you give to man.
"In recapitulation,if a Catho- nor do I think there is much
lic university is to perform its hope for the human commununique function in contemporary ity."
Do you think there will be
society, it has to open itself to
an ultimatedrift of the Cathothis type of thing. Ithink S.U. lic
university toward seculardoes. It is not just a custodial
ism?
inany
don't
I
feel
institution.
"I think the economic situafringement upon academic freedom here, on my part. No one tion in this country may force it,
has told me Icannot teach a unless something drastic is
course on Merleau-Ponty or done.Private universities everywhere are in tremendous diffiMarx."
Do you think enough expos- culty competing with salary
ure is given to these opposing scales, and keeping tuitions lew
philosophies at S.U.?
to attract the students.
"As Isaid before, Ithink the
"With the collapse of what we
Catholic university in the past might call formal religion with
was simply a custodial institu- the young in many quarters, the
tion; that is, that it was at- likelihood of a Catholic univertempting to preserve,defend and sity in the strictly custodial
protect the faith of the student. sense remaining in existence is
however,
The inclination was opposite to rather nil. Ido think,
exposing the student to cultural that the Catholic university can
generate adequate support from
forces like Marxism.
"My point is that S.U. is cer- people who are Catholic, or who
tainly opening itself up. It's ex- are sympathetic with the type of
ploring the questions which think that we are trying to acthese other elements in society complish in a Catholic univerraise. It is listening, but we've sity.
"My understanding is that it
got a long way to go."
Do you think the Catholic is a place where a student can
university experiment can be guided through the multiple
crises of the faith. That's why
work?
in
you're
correct
Isee the importance of philoso"I think
by Mike Surbeck

theology on a campus—
not to dogmatize it, not to try
to convert, but to be a laboratory for crisis to cultivate crisis
and to give some structure to it.

phy and

—

"IF THE people with money
who aresympathetic to the Catholic university and continue to
understand what we're doing,
and continue to want to see that
the society be pluralistic so that
the student may have a choice
as to what kind of institution he
wants to attend, then the Catholic university will not have to
submit to secularization."
What do you think of the
reduction in the core curriculum requirements in both theology and philosophy?
"I think they should be central to the Catholic university
experience. I think they were
reduced because of complaints
that the teaching was not of
proper quality. I can understand this.
"If you have competent teachers who understand philosophy
well, and who can sell it, there
would never have to be the
question of cutting the core curriculum. If you cut the theology
and philosophy in the Catholic
university, you've literally cut
out the Catholic university, with
its direction left up to chance.
"I would urge that we up the
requirements once again, at
least five hours more, and invest more money in people who
can give these subjects a living
relevance."
What about the recent furor
concerning Fr. Baker's powers
of expulsion as outlined in the
new student code?
"If Iunderstand that issue at
all, Idon't think S. I.Hayakawa
could pull that off. Your newspaper, The Spectator, was quite
pathetic in relation to that. The
newspaper is supposed to represent the student. The Spectator as a whole is sort of vapid
and vacuous. No real heat has
been generatedover Fr. Baker's
stand. It may mean that people
agree that he should have these
powers. Or, it may mean people
are afraid."
// you don't think The Spectator represents the students,
who do you think it represents
"I think by and large that it
has not been able to exercise
any kind of an autonomous function, which Ithink a good campus newspaper should be able
to do.
"IT SHOULD be an organ for
constructive internal criticism
of the University and the students' relation to it. There isn't
much critique done in The Spectator, and, frankly, it strikes me
as being a rag that can be manipulated by small pressure
groups.
"It's spontaneity appears very
controlled, or should I say
maimed? The conflict is a conflict of values, a conflict of interests, which result in tremendously low morale. But Idon't

*

—

photo by bob kegel

JOHN PATRICK BURKE

think S.U. will be the focus of
any revolution."
Why?
"Most revolutionaries want to
spend their energy on much
more important things. People
tried to mount up enough energy for one last Spring, and of
course it failed, which is fine.
Ithink it should have failed.
I can't get too excited aboutrev-

olutions."

Why not?
"The revolutionarymovement
is basically contradictory in that
the concept of revolution is very
equivocal or contradictory. Ever y revolutionary movement
that has succeeded and become
the dominant political institution has ceased to be both movement and revolution.
"Examples are the Russian
Revolution, the French Revolution and even the American Revolution to some extent. Once it
becomes the dominant historical
reality, it seeks to preserve itself as that, and seeks to remain

—

permanent not as a revolutionary movement, but as something

inert.

"Now, one must begin to suspect that the so-called betrayal
of revolution is not an anti-his-

torical behavior of the
bourgeoisie, but rather an insurmountable historical fact. In
every historical situation one always faces some analog of the
dominant or oppressing class.
"Since this is the case, Ithink
revolution, especially the kind of
thing that is being talked about
so much today, is an ingenuous
form of historical activity.
"IT TAKES change and resistance to change as the content
of history, destined to be overcome together in the surge of
the revolution. But change and
resistance to change are the
structure of history, and not its
content. They will not be overcome. As a result, the shift in
attitude toward the relation of
historical action with institutions
is in order."

Dr. Smith to Receive
Honorary Degree
the Chieftain Lounge. The session is open to all students, faculty and administration.
THERE WILL also be a reception for Dr. Smith from 2-4
p.m. at Bellarmine Hall, sponsored by the S.U. Alumni Association.
Reared in Seattle's Ballard
district, she is a graduate of
Holy Angels High School and
the University of Washington
cial convocation.
CLASSES IMMEDIATELY School of Medicine.
Dr. Smith went to Vietnam
preceding the one-hour program
11 years ago to work in a small
will be dismissed at 12:50 p.m.
Monday has been declared leprosarium outside the city of
Kontum. She now heads an 85"Dr. Pat Smith Day" at S.U.
The Associated Women Stu- bed hospital with approximatedents is sponsoring a question ly 200 in-patients and adminisand answer session with Dr. ters to as many as 200 out-paSmith from 10-11:45 a.m. in tients daily.

The Very Reverend Louis
Gaffney, S.J., acting president
of S.U., will confer an honorary
doctor of laws degree on Dr.
Pat Smith, S.U. alumna and
physician to the Montagnards in
Vietnam, this Monday at 1 p.m.
in Pigott Auditorium.
All 1 p.m. classes will be canceled to allow faculty members
and students to attend the spe-

St. Mark's Cathedral presents

CIiarie-&laire<Alain
organist
S:30 p.m.
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Filipinos Hold Symposium Newsbriefs
Senior
For Youth at S.U. Library

by Colleen Kinerk
ANTHONY OGILVIE, from S.
office of minority student
U.s
sponsored
here
symposium,
A
affairs,
noted the deficiency of
recently by Filipino Youth Activities, communicated the mes- professionals, the refusal to asand the avoidsage that young Americans of sert leadership,
Filipino ancestry intend to fight ance syndrome in the Seattle
for the top using their own community.
"Once upon a time we had a
troops.
civilization," Ogilvie said. "We
Brown power was the issue.
How to "get it together" was can't turn back into time but
can turn back into the comthe objective at th c Library we
munity, a community of one."
Auditorium discussion.
He proposed three rules vital
CO-CHAIRMEN of the youth- to the survival of the Filipino
tailored event were two high future: "Each one be one, each
school students, Norris Bacho one teach one, and each one
and Fred Cordova, Jr. Present- help one."
ations were given by Fred CorTeresita Batayola, an S.U.
dova Sr., Anthony Ogilvie,Peter freshman, was greeted with
Jamero, Robert Santos and Mi- shouts of "right on, sister"
chael Castillano.
when she remarked, "You learn
Cordova Sr., S.U.s director of about yourself so that when you
public information, traced the get to the top you know you
cultural and racial mingling made it as a Filipino, not bea white. Be
that produced the Filipino heri- cause you became
tage, including laws, a written one distinct culture, be one dislanguage, and literature. He tinct Filipino."
challenged an educational sysADDRESSING HIMSELF to
tem that claims to teach Ameritopic of brown pride, Peter
the
history
to
excan
and continues
Jamero,
a state representative
clude non-white contributions.
Health, Education and
In a dramatic gesture, Cor- in the department,
commentdova pointed to his face and ex- Welfare
ed, "If someone asks you what
claimed: "You can not bleach you
are, and you have no referthat. You might pass for a
man,
white, but you cannot change ences, you are halfliving a half
If
a white
you
woman.
are
what is inside."
yourself. Don't get into
The programemphasizedpride lie face
trap of feeling sorry for
in thinking Filipino, in being tin
because you a Filipino.
yourself
Filipino.
Traps are made to get out of,
don't make the trap your life."
OFFICIAL NOTICES
What about working in t h c
The last day to withdraw from system?
classes with a grade of "W" is
Robert Santos CARITAS diFriday, November 6th. Ap- rector, advocated it.
proved withdrawal cards and the
$1 fee must be filed at the RegDON'T BE AFRAID to be a
istrar's Office by 4:30 p.m. on first," Santos warned, "... but
November 6th. Cards or fees are remember to reach back and
not accepted after this date.
bring your brother up too."
Mike Castillano, of the office
Students who intend to re- of minority affairs at the U.W.,
move a grade of incomplete attacked the image of the "comfrom Spring or Summer quarter placent, lazy Flip" accepted by
must complete class work, ob- some FilipinoAmericans and by
tain a replacement card from many non-Filipinos. Castillano
the Registrar, pay the $5 fee at observed, "The white man is not
the Treasurer's Office and sub- opposed to integration but he
mit the receiptedcard to the in- wants to keep his advantage.
structor by Friday, November The advantage is economic.
6. Instructor will assign grade Money speaks but men mumand submit card to the Regis- ble."
trar. Confirmation of grade received will be mailed to each
student when processing is comat

—

The Senior Class will sponsor
an all-school Blue Banjo Night
next Tuesday, from 9-12 p.m. at
the Immaculate High School
hall, near 18th and Marion.
Dixieland music, party hats,
and popcorn will be featured.
The two dollars per person
price will entitle the payee to
"all he can drink."

Class to Strum 'Banjo

The possibility of transportation from the campus to Immaculate is being considered,
according to Tucker McHugh,
organizer of the events.

campus thefts

acters at the tavern who are suspects and the comments of the

vagabond concerning his fellow
tavern dwellers.
The cast includes Jeff Bentley, Robert Sturgill, Chris Notske, John Wolter, Colleen Egger,
Leslie Sommerville and Arthur
Bundey.
Other cast members are Steve
Staples, Susan Sullivan, Dustin
Wain, Bill Howard, John Selig
and Scott Nixon.
Reservations can be made by
calling 626-6740. The play will
run through Nov. 21. Curtain
timesis 8: 30p.m.

The S.U. campus was struck
this week by a pairof thefts, and
one of its victims was the chapMrs. Eudora Chikwendu has
lain's office.
appointed chief counselor
been
Fr. JosephMacguire, S.J., lost by
the Office of Minority Stuhis portable electric typewriter
dent Affairs and Special Servsometime between 1 and 1:30 ices
Program by Charles H.
Monday
when his office
p.m. on
Mitchell,
project director.
was left open while he attended
Mrs. Chikwendu will plan
the University convocation.
If anyone saw someone leaving counseling and tutoring prothe room with a case during that grams for some 200 S.U. stu-

counselor

dents.
A native of Nigeria, Mrs.
Chikwendu arrived in the United
States in 1963 to study political
science at Bryn Mawr College
where she received her BA in
1966. Receiving her MA from
the University of Washington in
1969, she also worked as an EdTalent Search counselor
Teatro Inigo's first production ucation
for Central Area Motivation
by
the
"The
Tavern"
year,
of
Program (CAMP).
George M. Cohan, will be presented beginningNov. 12th.
The melodrama follows a vagabond to a lonely tavern on a
Missing a textbook? It may
stormy night. There he meets
a state governor and his family, have been returned to the lost
who have just been robbed. The and found office, located in the
plot revolves around those char- mail room.
time, he is asked to contact Fr.

Macquire with the information.
Police were on campus Tuesday afternoon in an attempt to
capture purse snatchers, but
their results were fruitless.

'tavern' opening

lost and found

Health Department Feels
Food Not Illness Cause

He explained that one dorm
Little progresshas been made
in determining the cause of the floor and those students who
intestinal disease which recent- were treated in the school inly hit S.U. dorms.
firmary were sampled.
"We've analyzed the data
Food cultures have not been
but haven't turned up any- run. "It's a great expense,"Dr.
thing," said Dr. Steven Red- Redmond said, "When no clear
mond, Seattle-King County Pub- relation has been established to
lic Health Department, who col- the food (in the stool samples
lected student health question- tested)."
naires from The Spectator last
"WE WOULD like to sample
week.
pleted.
people
who were not sick— find
"We don't feel it was a foodate at those times
related problem," he added, out if theyfoods,"
Although the deadline for gradand
those
he added. "If
peoDepartment
"though
we're not sure how
uation is not until February, it
The Seattle Police
did,
likely that
it's
less
they
is advantageous to apply now responded to an anonymous ple got it."
the food."
it's
at
yesthat
bomb
threat
directed
S.U.
to
be
appears
graduation
so
fulfillment of
THE DISEASE
The illness struck about 50%
requirements can be checked terday morning at 7:38 a.m.
self-limiting,he said.
early.
According to Joe Gardiner, asNo new cases have been re- of the occupants of both dorms
on the weekend of Oct. 17-18.
To apply:
sistant director of the physical ported.
1. Pay fee at Treasurer's Of- plant, the anonymous call was
fice ($2O Bachelor's, $45 Mas- made directly to police headquarters and did not specify
ter's).
2. Take fee receipt to Regis- when or where the bomb was to
trar's Office andfill out applica- go off.
tion form.
Police cancelled the search
3. Present graduation work- after no bomb was found by 8: 30
sheet to your adviser.
a.m.
In consultation with adviser,
list courses which must be completed Winter or Spring on the
graduation worksheet. It is most
important to be certain the degree shown on the worksheet is
accurate and that the number of
credits needed, when added to
credits completed, will total 180.
Elective courses need not be
named, but "Electives 10 Credof Seattle Univ.
its" must be shown. The department will send the original
of the worksheet to the Registrar. A duplicate copy of this
worksheet should be retained in
the department so that it will
be handy when a student registers for the Spring quarter, as
PER GALLON
a record of what further courses
at
he needs.
"Guidelines for returning students" available from the RegisNo bones about it. An NBofC savings account is the
trar, indicates adjustments in
switching from four to five
easiest way to protect your funds. Your money earns
credits system. These are dedaily interest compounded daily and is available
signed to avoid any hardship
wheneveryou need it. Open one today,
to the student because of the
yj"^
change and will indicate what
courses he needs to take to fulV>
NATIONAL "BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FDIC
ACCOUNTS INSURED TO 520.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.
fill core requirements.
Be
12" CHERRY
First HIM Branch: 1201 Madison Street
■.■.■.■.".■.-.■.■.■.■.■.".■.'.■.I
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The office is open from 8 a.m.
to noon and 1-4 p.m.
Miss Dorothy Whipple, who is
in charge of the mailroom, is
ready to help anyone who is
trying to locate a missing item.

indian pasta
A spaghetti dinner sponsored
by the American Indian Women's Service League, Inc., will
be served this Saturday from 4-7
p.m. in Campion Tower.
The dinner will benefit a scholarship fund for Indian students,
allowing them to enter colleges,

universities and vocational

schools.Currently 26 students in
ten Washington schools receive
aid from the League's fund.
Entertainment at the dinner
will be provided by the Northwest Coast Dancers and the Imakulata PhilippineDanceTroupe.
The price is $2 for adults and
$1for children.

budget delay
Approval of the ASSU budget
has been delayed, according to
ASSU treasurer, Jim Eeckhoudt,
because of a misunderstanding
between the office of Mr. William Adkission, vice president
for business and finance, and
the Financial Board.
All foreignstudents, regardless of type of visa, who are
citizens of countries other
than the United States and
who are studying on the undergraduate or graduatelevel
must report to the Registrar's
office to complete the annual
census. The deadline date for
the census is Friday, November 20th.

4>
■
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Bomb Threat S.U.
Proves Prankster Call

STUDENTS
FACULTY
EMPLOYEES

NBofC has an easier way
to protect your funds.

JNI3

6

It's hard
to feel secure
under 30
and other
tragedies of
college life.
Getting hip to the
reality that you're not going
to be in school forever
canbe a bad experience.
That's why it pays to plan
for the future now. Invest
in a life insurance program
that can providethe

foundation for a solid
financial structure.
Provident Mutual has a
programcarefully designed
for college students. The
earlier you start, the less
it costs. And the more
security you'll have a
chance to build.
So stopby our office
today. Or giveus a call.
And if you end up talking
to anover 30, don'tbe
surprised when he
empathizes.Mainly because
he had to get hip to the
same reality.
Bob Pigon
ME 2-2979

PROVIDENT
MUTUAL —Jto LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

CHIEFTAIN

Sports
Spectator Sports Desk

ext.

Chiefs Batter Husky Booters 3-1;
Turner Out with Season Injury

6852

Men's, Women's Sports
in Swing at P.E. Center
by Suehill

Bo Paprocki, and Prince Daniels.
Men and women's intramural
Karl and Bo each belongto the
activity this quarter has been Pacific Northwest Officials Assomewhat successful. The men sociation. Bo is a journeyman
find problems in teams quitting in basketball officiating and
because of losing a game, while Karl is an apprentice in football
the women can't get the girls to and basketball.
the P.E. Center to even start
play.
COMMENTING on officiating
KARL STINSON, an official for the mens' intramurals, Karl
for mens' intramurals says, commented: "The players do not
"Once a team loses, they quit give us the resDect like they
showing up. They figure they would to college or high school
can't win the league so they officials, but we do not expect
quit. But that is not the purpose them to. We also get the typical
of this program, nor the way we mouth disrespect, but that was
want it run. We are giving these anticipated."
Already this yearKarl has had
guys the opportunity to come
over and play these activities. If to kick one student out of intrathis opportunity were not avail- murals for the entire academic
able, many would probablynever year, along with an average of
suspending three players each
step into this complex."
Karl continued: "The P. E. game.
complex and intramurals are
The men's and women's activisupposed to be a place where tieshave had a marked improvepeople can come and participate ment over last year. Mackie
in activities that they might not Green, co-coordinator of th c
be able to do elsewhere. It's not WSC, said: "This year the turnfor one team to strive to win and out has been far more consisthat's all."
tent. We have 25-30 womenshowFRAN JENKINS, co-coordina- ing up for Tuesdaynight volleythey
tor for Women's Sports Club, ball games. Last year,
sporadically.
would
come
emphasizes, "We have changed
Reluctantly she said, "But on
our name from women's intra- Thursday
nights we lack people.
Sports
murals to Women's
Club Maybe one
or two students will
because of littleresponse to last
.■year's intramural program. We show up to play badminton or
thought that if we changed the pickle ball."
name and changed the objecMACKIE mentioned also that
tives, we might encourage more
this
year the coordinators are
actively
parwomen students to
letting
the club be what the stuticipate.
want.
"The purpose of this new pro- dents
"We are here to serve them,
gram is to have the girls
play the sport, learn the rules, so we are leaving things up to
she said.
and further their skills. Later, them,"
This year male intramurals
we will form teams. Last year, have
had a rise in compariwe got the girls out from the son also
last
year. They have done
to
immediately
dorms, and
started
the women, holdthe
same
as
playing as teams," Fran said.
Karl hassix other officials that ing meetings at the beginning
quarter to find
help him out: Tom McKeon, Jim and end of eachteam
captain
Parker, Paul Lesh, Mike Tullis, out what each
wouldlike for the followingquarter. With clinics and rule changWomen's Intramural es, the men's activities have
All women interested in play- prospered.
"LAST YEAR welet peoplego
ing pickle ball or badminton are
into
the net, carry the ball, plus
meeting
to
a
at
attend
invited
p.m.
Connolly
today
in the
other infractions. This year we
3:30
P.E. Center. Skills and rules will are trying to play volleyball the
be taught if you do not know way volleyball should be
played."
them.
SportsEditor

—
SOCCER SCRAMBLE: S.U.s Morgan Turner, no. 9, races into the play as a University of Washington soccer player "heads"

Sunday there will be two bustain defense but found it unbeatable. The excellent play of goalie ses going to the game in BellBob Wilds inspired the rest of ingham. Admission is free. The
the team. But the most eminent busses will leave at 10:45 a.m.
play was the goal by George Ir- from Bellarmine.
win.Terry Dunn kicked a corner
kick and George drove it into
Intramural Standings
the net directly off his head.
1970 Intramural standingsfrom
This was the first timein three
years that the Chiefs defeated Oct. 18 Nov. 2:
the Huskies.
League:
W L
THE TEARS of sadness are for National
3 0
Jrewers
A. J. Callan and MorganTurner. ;aga
3 o
A. J. received 16 stitches over J
2 1
oi
Pounders
bangas
a
result
eye
his left
of
1 2
ing heads with Mike Carney of 7orum
0 2
Washington. Consequently, he Juick
0 2
will see no action for at least a Surprise
0 3
week. Another blow is that of
W L
THE HUSKIES retaliatedon a Morgan Turner, the Chiefs lead- Vmerican League:
rebound shot by Joe Zohn. The ing goal scorer. Morgan is out :. k.'s
3 o
Huskies then pressed the Chief- for the season with torn liga- >oul Hustlers
2 0
ments in his ankle.
1 0
>t. Thomas
What then is going to happen *Jads (Embers)
2 1
Today at 2 p.m. in the south
_
to
the Chiefs "super-power" im- vlenehunes
1 2
court at Connolly P.E. Center
age? It's going to remain the
Phi O
0 3
the freshman basketball playsame! We've played and won Vaterdogs
0 3
scrimmage.
ers will run a full
with three starters out before,
All students are welcome to
and we can do it again.
/OLLEYBALL
attend.
W L
7
orum
3 0
ii Phi O
3 0
2 1
Surprise
ISailp
«*
X.'s
1 2
Jollywogs
1 2
ffirror
Jrewers
1 2
1 2
Smbers
3
oi Pounders
0 3
Vaterdogs
0 3
flenehunes
0 3
IN' -

by Joe Zavaglia
Tuesday night the Chieftain
booters were wild with happiness, but today they are sharing tears of sadness. Last Tuesday at Husky Stadium, the booters proved to the Western Washington Soccer Conference the
power team the Chiefs really
are, by dumping the Washington Huskies 3-1.
The first Chieftain scorer was
Morgan Turner. Left-footed, he
drilled the ball into the back of
the net. In the second half, Harry Arnold scored on a drive from
20 yards out, placing the ball in
the upper right-hand corner of
the net.
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the ball. Turner was later injured in play
and will be sidelined for the rest of the
season. S.U. won the game, 3-1.

for Women.
DAILY MIRROR 4210 E. Madison
ScatHe 98102
EA 2-5477

JADMINTON
V Phi 0

Embers

iurprise
. X.'s
sollywogs
Jrewers
rtenehunes
>oi Pounders

=

)uick

W L
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 1
1 1
11
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

" Brakes

"We Repair All Makes11

iK^niil
" Body Work & Rebuild wJs^nj^
" Motor Work
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"Coca-Cola and CoX«"

aie leyisteredtrademarks

whichidentity Ihe same product ol The Coca-Cola

Bottled under the authorityof The Coca-Cola Company by:

Company

1130 Broadway
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Marilyn and Morris: Great Team
by Sue hill
Leader of a dance band, editor of a campus newspaper,gui-

tar player, avid competitor in
softball, basketball, swimming,
tennis and bowling are just a
few ways of describing Mrs.
Marilyn Buckwalter's past and
present

activities.

"Morris tried to get me out
several times to play this 'pickle
ball' game," said the wife of
S.U.s head basketball coach,
"but it was not until recently that he finally got me out
on the court to play. Now Ihave
to talk him
" into going out and
playing!
Her knowledge of basketball
is not neglected either.
"I'm sure Iknow more than
the average female," she said.
"I have picked up a lot of the
tactics of the game. Ioften listen to Morris' conversations
when he is talking on the phone
to a coach, a player or somebody. Ioften ask Morris something about the game, and he
will not tell me it's a dumb
question. He'll very beautifully

the classics, especially
Charles Dickens. But I often
times like to read the junk
books, like mystery novels."
The wife of the head basketball mentor said that "since I
was brought up on jazz, Iwould
say it is my favorite. Ialso like
folk music, as well as rock n'
roll. I'm too far over 30 to enlike

joy much of your kind of music,
but Simon and Garfunkle and
the Fifth Dimension really turn
me on."
The Buckwalters also do quite
a bit of talking. They often
times will take sides on an issue
and then switch sides, and as
Mrs. Buckwalter said, "it becomes very interesting!"
Does Bucky talk over game
plans, team practices and team
problems with you, Iasked?
"Morris does talk to me about
some things," she replied, "but
only those phases that he knows
I am capable of helping him
with. As far as emotionally getting involved myself, that is
Morris' job. He does not pretend to be a psychologist with
answer my question."
the players, because he knows
he does not have the proper
"MORRIS and Imet at the background to be able to do so.
"But he willgive them a manUniversity of Utah," Mrs. Buckwaiter said. "He was playing to-man talk. The talks are alon the team, which meant he ways between him and the playdid a lot of traveling. It was at er, not between the player,Morphoto by sue hill
this time that Igot used to his ris and myself. Morris does not
MRS. MARILYN BUCKWALTER
frequent absences. While at try to act as a father either. He
Utah, Ithought about becoming treats his players like men."
a physical education teacher,
WOULD Mrs. Buckwalter rathSince the Buckwaltersmutual- tant coach at Utah. His involvebut when I saw all the girls ly enjoy and participate in ment now is more obvious. Mor- er see her husband as an acwearing cleats to play softball sports, they periodically express ris is also more tense now than countant, going to work in a
it scared me. Idid not feel their views on the sports scene. at Utah. It's his team now and suit, and carrying a briefcase?
"No, Iwould not! But it's in
Ihad the coordination or skills
"Since we both enjoy them, it's all his responsibility; before
to continue in that field.
the games like Washington and
why not?" she said. "Morris it wasn't.
"I then became an English does a lot of reading in this
I asked Mrs. Buckwalter if Weber State that Ioften wonder
major. The school paper was field. At most any time he can Bucky is ever moved by the if it wouldn't be better if he
lacking personnel, so they ask- tell you how a player stands on fans expressions, and she re- were an accountant. But if Ihad
ed me if I'd like to work on it. a team, who is out of action, plied, "he gets a kick out of it all to do over again. I'd want
Before Iknew it Iwas the edi- how long he will be out and the some of them. They yell and him to be the head basketball
tor!"
extent of his injury— he follows scream as to why a player did coach at S.U. It's exciting, and
not shoot when he was open; its different. Sure, it has its disMrs. Buckwalter explained the papers that closely."
when he and the player know advantages, but it's worth all of
that she went back to Utah and
HOW DOES one's personal life that this was the way the play- it! And Morris would completegot a masters degree in pshyly agree with me!"
become affected by the excite- er was supposed to react."
cology.
"I worked at the University's ment of collegebasketball? Mrs.
that loneliMental Health Center," she re- Buckwalter admits periodically.
called. "In working with the ness does set in
"There are times when Morproblem students, Ifound that
they were some of the brightest ris is gone four to five days out
students. They really had a lot of the week and Ido get loneon the ball. My experiences ly," she said. "But Ijust have
were most interesting. Someday to make do for myself.
3 p.m.— Embers vs WaterMonday's Intramural VolI'd like to get back and become
"It is nerve racking, but not
dogs
leyball activity is as follows:
more involved in the field."
as bad as most people think. Nor
3:00 Forum vs I.X.'s
O—
Her hobbies are dispersed, is it as glamourous as many
3:00 PoiPounders vs Menefrom sports, music, and cooking think. They tend to forget about
Times and teams competing
1}11}?8;.
to reading, talking and listen- the nights that my husband is
"
in Intramural Badminton on
r,
4:00 Gollywogs vs Surprise Frid
not here because of traveling,
ing*
Nov 6 are
Waterdogs
4:00 Brewers vs
»,"Last season I came down or recruiting, or when I'm sit3:
5: 00
A Phi O
pounders yg Brewers
with glandular problems and ting in a motel room by myself
to get out of a
missed out on much of the sea- waiting for him
kvs
Sunday's
through
speech.
a
The calendar for
n
son," she said. "Morris bought banquet or
l s vs A P.hl °.
to
is:
you
just
something
begin
Intramural
Football
It's
me a guitar at that time, but live with."
vs
Ambers
Menehunes
9 a.m.-Quick vs Forum
Ifound it hard to try and learn
Forum vs SurPnse
10 a.m.-SAGA vs Surprise
by teaching myself. Ihope to
11a.m.— Gollywogsvs
4:15
MRS. BUCKWALTER also
take lessons at the end of this
Surprise vs PoiPounders
Brewers
talkedabout Morris Buckwalter.
season."
1p.m. Menehunes vs
Menehunes vs Forum
"Everybody always calls him
But Mrs. Buckwalter's activi- 'Bucky', but Icall him Morris,
St. Thomas
I.K.'svs Embers
ties in music startedmuch earl- its a name and that is mme
2 p.m— l.K's vs Soul HustA Phi O vs Gollywogs
played
piano,
ier: "I
the
clari- alone for him," she remarked.
lers
Brewers vs Quick
net, harmonica, saxaphone and
"I really love Morris, he is
many other instruments when
Iwas younger. Iwas once the a great deal of fun. He has the
most fantastic sense of humor,
leader of a dance band."
he always keeps me laughing.
high
"my
She recalled that
1009 Boren (near Madison)
MA2-1009
school director needed a person But there is also the serious side
who could play a sax and clari- of him.
Bring this rd for your next
net to form a group."
"Ican see a difference in him
So she immediatelywent home now and the time he was assisand learned the sax. Consequently a group called the
regular $7.00
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Style Crest Beauty Salon

Shampoo Set & Hair Cut

"Youngsters"

was formed.

ONE HOBBY both Mr. and
Mrs. Buckwalter enjoy is reading. She emphasized, "We spend
a great deal of time reading. I

First Baptist
Church
Harvard at Seneca

—
9:30 Church School
ALL AGES
||:00—
August Hinti

8

Worship
Walter Pulliam

CLASSIFIED

UNIVERSITY
CAR RENTALS

$*J CQ

ASK FOR A DISCOUNT CARD
Open Evenings by Appointment

U.&l. OPTICAL

CARS FROM

$700 £

7c

c

Examinations
Contact Lenses
Glasses
Repairs

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Morning "til
Monday noon
Pay for two days
Free Pickup and Delivery
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U.&l. OPTICAL
EAst 5-1214

TYPING, my home.

616 '/j BROADWAY
(Broadway between Cherry & James)

EA 4-8024.

SeleePROFESSIONAL Typift. 1.8.M.
trie offers choice of type styles.
Broadway district. EA 3-3244.

low cost life insurance
(group), $18 a year up to 20
and $21 a year for ages 20-29.
No exclusion and no war clause.
Call ME 2-2979 Bob Pigott.

$10,000

Electric typewriter, $100. Pierre LaPorte, EA 3-0574.

A Pentaview-spotron exposure meter,
best offer. Call 626-6387.

—

1970 component with
AM-FM multiplex radio; Gerrard
turntable, air suspension speakers,
walnut wood cabinet. Guarantee,
regular com. value over $400,
now only $175. Terms available.
GL 5-1250.
Sleeping Bag, 3 lbs. down fill $45.
2 lbs. $35. 2 man mountain tent,
$30. Call GL 5-1250.

STEREO

Sewing Machine, 1970 automatic.
New. Guarantee. Decorative patterns, button-hole, zig-zag, monogram. Regular com. Value $299.
Now only $99.50. Terms available. GL 5-1250.
Stereo console, walnut wood, AMFM multiplex radio. D.S.R. turntable, 8 speaker system. Guarantee. Regular com. value $375.
Now $185. Terms available. GL
5-1250.

—

WANTED
Three Figure Models,
$16 per hour. Up to 20 hrs. a
week, please send resume and
phone number to: Mr. Bill Kramer, P.O. Box 663, Everett, Wash.
98201.

APARTMENT manager needed, call
EA 2-5487 or PA 3-0685.

Female roommate to live in Central
Area. Inquire EA 3-0133.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
apartment with same. Call ME
3-1154.

Models wanted. EA 3-9903.

Erik-Ritter von Kuehnelt-Leddihn will
be here the 23rd of November,
and will speak in the Library Auditorium.

Congratulations to former lawyer in
Las Vegas.

—

Smile

—

Chieftain Lounge.

PUMPKIN CHEEKS
are you going to Las Vegas Nite?
Al can you be happy in Las Vegas?

Furnished 4 bedroom house, utilities
mcl. and garage. Walking distance to S.U. From $50. Call EA
9-8800 or VA 2-8649.

Six bedroom. $200. EA 9-5745, evenings.

SPACIOUS
or

4745 Roosevelt Way N.E.

ME 2-9442

TYPlNG— experienced 1.8.M. Selectric. Mrs. Cooper, WE 7-2423.

one

bedroom furnished

unfurnished, $100 and up; EA

2-5487 or PA 3-0685.

Room in nearby Scandinavian home,
1121 15th Aye. $45. 322-0632.
ST. PAUL-ARCADIA. Near campus,
housekeeping rooms, $35-$5O, studio $60-$BO, I bedroom $125, 2
bedroom $135, 3 bedroom $150.
1308 Seneca, 1222 Summit. EA 5-

0221.
Walk to U., furnished units from $50.
EA 5-7062.

Furnished

apt.

Utilities included. 2

bedrm., $80 & up. Close to S.U.
Free Parking. MU 2-5376.

CARRIAGE HOUSE

Downtown Luxury Apts.
Furn. and Unfurn., from $110.00
Bachelor, I and 2 Bdrms.
EA 4-3388
1707 Boylston

